How to install a PSC 1475 P Series Pump Kit

The 1475 pump bracket bolts onto the manifold where the original TC series pump was.

The radiator overflow bottle also has to be moved, removed or replaced with a smaller bottle.
#10 Suction hose routes between pump and engine and up to remote reservoir on the side.

This kit does offset the pump out board towards the drivers fender more and does require moving the windshield fluid bottle a little. This particular vehicle has aftermarket fenders and the windshield fluid bottle was removed.
With this particular vehicle we chose to remove the overflow bottle and install a 20# cap. We have had no issues at all by doing this. Being a Texas vehicle, 110 degree days have not been a problem, nor has high altitude driving. Also by going to a higher pound cap you increase the boiling temp. (old racers trick)

The remote reservoir mounts up by the master cylinder. Your return line from the steering gear feeds into the bottom.